"The prerequisite to living
life on your own terms is to
believe it's possible."

Contact us:
email: hello@theonepageplan.co
mobile: +44 7766 818 009
other ways to connect:
https://linktr.ee/moechoice

Moe Choice is a 12x Co-Founder who has been coaching
entrepreneurs, leaders and teams since 2005. He
delivers high-energy programmes that challenge and
empower individuals to get to precisely where they want
to be, and to then focus on how to get there in a way
that is engaging, exciting, and energising.
With over 20 years of experience working closely with
artists, creatives and solopreneurs, Moe has a knack for
making meaningful connections with audiences from
around the world. He has an insatiable appetite for
supporting people to be the best they can be and to
make a bigger impact through their endeavours.
Moe knows how to immediately engage an audience,
provoke deep thinking, and provide real-life anecdotes to
show you how to live life on your own terms! His unique
strategies helped him build many successful businesses,
generate millions in investment and revenue, and work
directly with some of the world's largest brands.

The One Page Plan by Moe Choice
TITLE OF TALKS
Solopreneur Mastery 101
The 7 Necessities for Success
How to have Your Best Year Yet
INTRODUCTION
Every talk redefines what it means to be a solopreneur
in 2022 by identifying what success means for you as
an individual, focuses on how you're going to get there
and designing the right plan for you.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Success can only ever be achieved if defined
ON YOUR OWN terms
Although you started with WHY, it's NOW time
to focus on HOW
Freedom REQUIRES structure, and you can find
the RIGHT one for you
NB - These are proven strategies in planning, goal
setting, and performance management used by some
of the most inspirational people in history.

Download your free workbook 'Your Best Year Yet' here: https://www.theonepageplan.co/bonus

